Teams organization/background
One of the biggest stresses on the sustainability of our environment is caused by the
construction industry. The “Lungs of the City” team from University of Pécs works the
program of the RGB project, that aims to set up a sample program which focuses on a
consciously thinking green society, a healthy urban environment, architectural use of
renewable energies and the negative-emission technologies.
The University of Pécs promotes an interdisciplinary look on the world, combining a wide
variety of studies in one place. This shows beautifully in their team for Solar Dechatlon21
competition. It’s a great opportunity to prove the experiment that defines the symbiosis
of the built and the natural environment in the spirit of the “Green Approach”, by
combining their range of expertise.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Lungs of the City

-Spreading green social thinking
-Developing our built environment based on ecological principles
-Making our downtowns livable and healthier
-Reducing CO2 emission on a larger scale
-Minimizing the ecological footprint of cities

Middle-term objectives:
-Development of the university in green attitude
-Starting an urban reconstruction in the center of Pécs based on the RGB project
principles
-Development of a modular sample-plan catalog as a continuation of the project

Short-term objectives to be achieved within the project:
-Implementation of a sample-valued building based on the project,
-Development and testing of new engineering innovations, with particular emphasis
on structural systems, natural materials, use of passive energy spaces and
renewable energies, use of the negative emission technologies, water treatment
processes, recycling and waste management
-Development and expansion of our industrial research cooperation
-Complex extension of our students' knowledge in the interdisciplinary task network
and curriculum development
-Completing the experience of our practice-oriented training in a complex
implementation process,
-Strengthening the ecological approach and operating of the construction industry
through the innovations developed in the project,
-Strengthening the conscious social education during the project period and during
the following Living Lab operation,
-Demonstrate with the results of the sample-building, that in the construction and
maintenance of the built environment the “conscious producer” behavior is
preferable than the “wasteful consumer” attitude.
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Long-term objectives:

HOUSE DESCREPTION
and RELEVANT ITEMS
Lungs of the City

One of the most important aims is to create a negative emission force-field in the
heart of Pécs by rethinking urban transport, developing green spaces and walls,
implanting innovative architectural solutions in the sample project, minimizing
technological emissions from structures made by natural raw materials, using
natural - renewable energies and passive energy spaces.
In a downtown area with a strictly closed building constructions, the residential and
service blocks built on the streets completely confine the area they border. Streets
are often “living spaces” bordered by lifeless walls and pavements without green
vegetation or natural environment. At the same time, the energy-wasting and
polluting operation of architecture, that makes up the spatial walls, further
exacerbates the chances of a liveable city. The lack of public parks is also a
common problem of ensuring healthy urban living areas. As if we would be
separated away from our own lungs!
There are blocks with existing green spaces but these are unused and cut off from
public. By opening and sharing these areas, healthy community areas would be
created. There are many places which stand in grey without function in the space
surrounded by the buildings, although after these open up, because of the service
functions at the ground floor level, they can also be used as green community
spaces (sports, playgrounds, arks, meeting points). By greening the newly
discovered areas and the transport axes connecting them and with the introduction
of green transport alternatives, the quality of life can increase and the level of social
health improves. z

RGB project
+ energy home
- emission
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The RGB project draws attention to the problems of the downtown area of Hungary,
and intends to present following the sample of an example from Pécs.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITES
and CURRENT IMPACT
Lungs of the City

The team organized thematic presentations with various professionals who were
able to share valuable information with both them and residents of the city.
Exciting exchanges have taken place in the sometimes more than 100-person
lectures / roundtable discussions. The seeds of a more environmentally conscious
thinking have been planted and the team plans on cultivating them.
The long-term impact of the RGB project is a breathing, green city and a built
environment which produces negative emission volumes. The SDE 21 - RGB
building which is being implemented as a sample-project, will fulfill its social
educational role in the university and in Living Labs. The Green World at first is
rooted in the head then moves on to the realization. As a result, our built
environment, such as the RGB project, turns into an extra energy home and a
negative emission space where it’s good to breathe up!
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‘Where do we stand?’

KEYWORDS and
QUOTES

Lungs of the City

ReGreened Blocks
Lungs of the City
green society
healthy urban environment
renewable energies
negative emission
multiply community interactions
minimizing ecological footprint
passive energy spaces
recycling and waste management
„conscious producer” behavior
innovative solutions
generate intergenerational community
increase the quality of life
sustainability
sustainable architecture
liveable city
society’s members help each other
multigenerations live together

QUOTES:
„The nature is not ours but we can coop with it!”
Tamás Kondor
„Designed for nature, engineered to last!”
Tamás Kondor
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KEYWORDS:

„Let’s give nature its home back!”
Team Lungs of the city
„Our mission is to breathe life into our communities.”
Team Lungs of the city
„Minus emission, plus green energy and multiply community interaction!”
Tamás Kondor
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